P RES ERVE Y OUR G ENETI C L EGACY
FOR G ENERATIONS TO C OME
SecuriGene

DNA Banking is the best option for
families who wish to preserve the
genetic legacy of their loved ones.
Speak with your funeral service provider
as soon as possible to arrange for DNA
collection and preservation.

How it Works

Never Forget Those You Love.

Purchase a DNA
Banking Kit from Your
Funeral Home

Your Funeral Home
will Collect a Small
DNA Sample

The Sample is Sent
to our Laboratory
for Processing

Banked DNA is
Returned to You with a
Certificate of Analysis

Introduction to DNA Banking
What is DNA Banking?

Celebrate Life in its Purest Form

DNA Banking is the secure preservation and long-term storage of
an individual’s unique genetic material.

Why is it Important to Bank DNA?

DNA contains valuable information about each individual, from the
color of their hair, eyes and other physical traits, to their inherited
health risks, medical conditions and ancestral roots. Banking DNA
allows you to capture all of this information forever. Whether you
choose to preserve DNA as a meaningful way to cherish your loved
one, or for tracing hereditary health conditions in your family, DNA
banking creates opportunities that would otherwise be lost forever.

Benefits of Choosing SecuriGene

Banking DNA When Planning a Funeral

SecuriGene’s cutting-edge DNA preservation technology is one of
the most advanced in the industry. Our laboratory preserves the
highest quality DNA with optimal purity, yield and molecular weight
to ensure the long-term viability of your banked sample.

DNA banking is no longer possible after cremation or embalming. It
is crucial to speak with your funeral service provider and make
arrangements for sample collection before this opportunity passes.

Top 5 Reasons to Bank DNA

Banked DNA is secured inside a state-of-the-art DNA capsule, precision
crafted from a single solid block of surgical-grade stainless steel.

New Opportunities in Ancestry Testing
Cherish More than a Memory

DNA banking is the best option for families who are looking
for a meaningful way to remember their loved one. Unlike
ashes, hair or other traditional keepsakes, DNA contains the
unique genetic ‘blueprint’ of an individual. Preserving DNA
gives families an opportunity to capture all this information
and establish a connection that will last forever.

Document Hereditary Diseases in the Family
75% of all diseases can be traced back to
our genetic makeup. Many of the genetic
mutations that cause cancers and other
hereditary diseases have been identified.
Banking your family’s DNA is an important
step in tracing the root cause of hereditary
diseases and paves the way for targeted
treatments in the future.

Trace your ancestral roots using DNA. As more markers are
identified, DNA ancestry testing will become much more
powerful than it is today. Keeping a record of your family’s
DNA opens new doors in this exciting field and creates
opportunities that were never available before.

Store DNA for Future Testing

Banked DNA lasts indefinitely and can be accessed for
testing at any time. A wide range of genetic tests are
currently available for everything from ancestry testing to
disease predisposition testing and more are yet to come.

Open Doors for Personalized Medicine
Studying your family’s DNA may assist doctors in determining
which treatment plans will work best for you, and which ones
will be ineffective. This technology is already being used to
determine the tolerance, optimal dosage level and effectivity of
drugs used in heart disease and cancer patients.

Extraction of 5000x More DNA

SecuriGene’s DNA collection kits are designed to collect
up to 5000x more DNA than traditional methods such as
buccal swabs or hair samples.

Removal of Damaging Enzymes

The purity of a sample is of utmost importance. A sample
that has not been properly processed and purified may
contain enzymes that will break down DNA over time.
SecuriGene extracts and preserves only pure DNA.

No Freezing Required

Our advanced DNA preservation methods eliminate the
need for cryogenic freezing. Your DNA sample will last
indefinitely, allowing you to pass the DNA capsule along to
your children and grandchildren.

Suitable for Repeat Multiple Testing

Your SecuriGene capsule contains enough DNA for
multiple tests. You can bring your DNA capsule to any
DNA laboratory and they will be able to rehydrate your
sample for testing. Any remaining portions can be sent
back to SecuriGene for re-preservation.

